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Abstract. The article summarizes the author's experience of using the
technology of cultural assimilator for the prevention of maladjustment of
foreign students of the university. The procedure for the stage-by-stage
construction of cultural assimilator episodes using the technique of a
critical incident and an expert method is disclosed. The example shows the
options for teaching Russian and Chinese students.

1 Introduction
Changes in the modern structure of the world over the past decades are accompanied by
processes that have a significant impact on changing social reality. These processes have
led to a significant increase in visitors and migrants to the territory of the Russian
Federation. Migration on such a large scale creates many problems related not only to
employment, acclimatization, but also to the intercultural adaptation of migrants to the new
socio-cultural and educational environment.
Theoretical acquaintance with a foreign culture is not enough, and teaching should be
conducted on the affective (establishing emotional relationships, the ability to give
feedback) and behavioral (mastering the skills of non-conflict interaction), and not only on
the intellectual level. One of the most recognized ways to get to know a new culture is the
cultural assimilator method. This is a method of cognitive orientation of the subject in a
new environment, which contributes to the growth of "cross-cultural sensitivity".
According to N. M. Lebedeva, the use of this method is an effective means of transmitting
information about differences between cultures, facilitating interpersonal contacts in a
foreign cultural environment [7]. Its goal is not so much to assimilate-identify with
members of a different ethnic group, but to develop an ethnically de-centered position
aimed at increasing cross-cultural sensitivity [1;3;4;17;20].
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2 Materials and methods
Based on the idea of basic dimensions of cultures, the Creator of the method, H. Triandis,
designed a cultural assimilator that allows to increase the competence of a person on the
problems of individualism and collectivism [18]. American researcher R. Brislin, attempted
to create a universal cultural assimilator . He developed typical problem situations of
cross-cultural interaction [2].
The structure of a particular episode of a cultural assimilator
consists of three
components: a situation of cross-cultural interaction, several interpretations, and feedback
that allows you to get important information about someone else's culture. According to H.
Triandis, the use of such a programmed learning algorithm makes it possible to speed up
and activate the process of getting acquainted with a new culture [18].
Initially, situations that reflect key differences between cultures are selected. An ideal
situation is one that describes a typical interaction, contains a conflict, and carries important
information about a foreign culture [7]. The source of such situations in our study were
ethnic stereotypes of Chinese and Russian students recorded in communication with them,
personal experience of cross-cultural interaction of authors-developers, as well as materials
of interviews with experts. In our study, the experts were translators with long-term
experience of working and living in a foreign cultural environment, as well as
representatives of multicultural families.
Especially informative for collecting potential stories of future assimilator s is the
"critical incident" method, which is widely used in organizational psychology and
management [5]. This is an interview technique aimed at identifying non-standard events
from the client's personal experience. In the context of ethnic psychology, the Respondent
is asked to update the emotionally rich experience of cross-cultural interaction-to describe a
situation that has significantly changed the attitude towards representatives of another
culture, both in a negative and positive way. The potentially conflicting nature of such
incidents is of particular research value, as it is based on the collision of mutual stereotypes,
the inclusion of mechanisms of intergroup perception, and the use of protective behavioral
strategies. The behavioral models of problem solving recreated in the cultural assimilator
help to predict possible moments of interethnic disagreements.
At the second stage of creating a cultural assimilator , episodes are constructed based
on expert analysis. Experts familiar with both cultures help determine the relevance and
significance of the situation. With the help of experts, we have compiled a list of common
Chinese names, the use of which made the situation more realistic. To formulate a specific
episode, we used typical events of student life. As it turned out, it is important for the
Chinese to use specific information about the main character – where exactly he came from,
how long he has been studying a foreign language [6;13].
At the third stage, it is necessary to identify the reasons for the behavior of the
characters in the situation. To create a Bank of explanations, we conducted a group
discussion of ready-made episodes with foreign students. During the discussion, contact
with the group is important, since the potentially conflicting nature of the situation
describing cross-cultural interaction contributes to the closeness and lack of independence
of the participants ' responses. Students who are at the initial stages of adaptation are guided
by more competent fellow students, demonstrating intra-group conformism and passivity.
Therefore, the organization of a group discussion has its own specifics. To increase activity
and overcome conformal reactions, we emphasized the techniques of individual work that
precede joint discussion - questionnaires or projective techniques. Written responses
encourage the expression of true opinions and feelings that are not subject to group
pressure. At the end of the work on creating a cultural assimilator , interpretations are
selected based on the analysis of respondents 'and experts' responses.
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3 Results
Example of a cultural assimilator situation for participants of Russian-Chinese interaction:
A delegation of Chinese students came to the competition on programming in the city of
Khabarovsk. The organizing Committee invited the Russian students learning the Chinese
language, as interpreters and guides. The students took a tour of the city and went with the
guests to have lunch at a restaurant. During the tour, Chinese students listened attentively to
the story, asked questions and wrote down details, and they very politely communicated
with the students. However, at dinner, the guests began to talk very loudly, throwing
napkins and leftovers. Russian students were unpleasantly surprised. Why did the Chinese
behave like this?
Explanations •
* their Parents brought them up badly.
* For the first time left without adult supervision, Chinese schoolchildren abused
alcohol and therefore allowed themselves such behavior.
* The Chinese were very happy with the dinner, and so they were so relaxed.
* Chinese students are eating in a public place for the first time, so they don't know the
rules of behavior.
Interpretation of the situation:
I. You have chosen option №1. This answer is not justified. The text of the situation
does not give reason to believe that the Chinese students are poorly educated, on the
contrary, during the tour they showed good manners in communication. Try to find another
explanation.
II. You chose the explanation № 2. This explanation is not true. In Chinese society, the
attitude of young people, especially schoolchildren, to alcohol is extremely distanced. In
addition, the composition of Chinese delegations is subject to strict pre-selection, and
groups of minors are accompanied by controlling adults.
III. You choose the explanation for № 3. This is the best answer. The free manner of
behavior at the table, expressed by loud conversation, laughter shows a high degree of
satisfaction of Chinese guests with the reception. Such looseness is a kind of tribute to the
hospitality of the host country. The habit of throwing used napkins and leftover food on the
floor is related to the style of behavior of Chinese staff. It is easier to organize a quick
cleaning that does not attract the attention of customers from the floor than from the table.
IV. You chose the explanation No. 4. This is the wrong answer. Despite the relatively
lower standard of living in China, restaurant visits are quite affordable for working Chinese,
and family dinners in public catering places are traditional. Go back to the situation and
choose a different explanation.
The situation of the cultural assimilator for Chinese students:
A student of the 10th grade of the Jiamus school Luo Yang, along with his classmates,
came to the city of Khabarovsk, for programming competitions. The organizers warmly
welcomed all participants and showed them the city. After the tour, the guests went to a
restaurant for lunch. During lunch, Chinese students felt comfortable: they talked loudly,
had fun, threw napkins on the floor. The Russians who were sitting at neighboring tables
took their plates and went to another room. How can we explain the behavior of Russian
visitors to the restaurant?
Explanations:
* They did not feel comfortable, as the restaurant was crowded with a large group of
people.
* Russian customers wanted to move to a different, cheaper table.
* In Russia, it is not customary to talk loudly at a table in a public place, loud Chinese
speech prevented Russian visitors from communicating with each other.
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* The restaurant Manager asked them to move to another table.
Interpretation of the situation:
I. You have chosen option №1. Russian visitors may have felt uncomfortable, as it is
customary in Russian culture to take a more distant distance when communicating with
strangers than in China. However, the situation does not indicate that there was not enough
space in the hall. Find the best answer.
II. You chose option №2. This is not the correct answer. In Russian restaurants, the
location of visitors does not affect the payment, if it does not provide additional services
(for example, music or air conditioning). There is no such information in the situation. Try
to find a more accurate answer.
III. You chose option № 3. This is the correct answer. Uninhibited behavior in a public
place at a table, which is considered an indicator of a" good " dinner in China, is not always
similarly regarded in Russia. So napkins and leftovers of food Russian usually put on the
empty plates.
IV. You chose option № 4. This explanation is possible, but there is nothing in the
description of the situation that indicates the intervention of the restaurant administration.
Look for a more appropriate explanation.

4 Discussion
The complete set of the cultural assimilator is focused on the way it is used. So for
individual work, the episode is divided into structural elements and has a text on 5-6 pages.
In group work, the Assimilator is used as a scenario, as an illustration of the problem for
subsequent discussion, and even as a means of measuring competence in cross-cultural
interaction.
We offered Chinese students a situation that ended with questions about the reasons for
the behavior of representatives of Russian culture. We used a form of group work with a
cultural assimilator, when after getting acquainted with the situation, explanations are
presented on the Board, and each participant chooses their own version. Then there is a
turn-by-turn introduction to the feedback theses, followed by a discussion.
Reflection on the use of the cultural assimilator in working with foreign students allows
us to state the high emotional involvement of participants in expressing explanations of the
characters ' behavior and a clear interest in interpretation options in the feedback. During
the discussion, the identification mechanism is activated – when students put themselves in
the place of the main character.
Observations also show that working with a cultural assimilator is especially effective
at the stage of first acquaintance with the culture – during the adaptation period, and with
those students who are motivated to migrate for a long time.
As our experience of working with a cultural assimilator in the mode of sociopsychological training has shown, ready-made situations can perform both developmental
and diagnostic functions. Each specific episode of a cultural assimilator is a variant of a
projective situation that reflects the contradictions of real interethnic interaction or the
inadequacy of interethnic mutual perception. Therefore, the behavioral responses and
statements of participants in the analysis of these situations served as a source of
information about the level of stereotypical perception. The cultural assimilator is used
for understanding one's own ethnocentricity and interpreting behavior based on the
characteristics of another culture; modeling positive intergroup behavior, forming attitudes
to tolerant behavior in a foreign cultural environment; reducing anxiety in situations of
cross-cultural interaction.
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5 Conclusion
Thus, the cultural assimilator is a method of cognitive orientation of the subject in a new
cultural environment, contributing to the growth of intercultural sensitivity. The procedure
for constructing a cultural assimilator involves identifying potentially conflicting situations
that reflect key differences between cultures. And analysis of isomorphic attributions –
ethnospecific reasons for the behavior of characters in the situation. The use of the cultural
assimilator is multivariate in form (individual, group, frontal), method of use (didactic
and empirical), and functions performed (developmental and diagnostic). The cultural
assimilator can be used as a method of prevention of maladaptation of foreign university
students. The work carried out by the authors showed that the construction of a cultural
assimilator can be optimized using the critical incident technique and the expert method.
Thus, the theoretical concepts of the use of cultural assimilator technology in educational
practice are expanded.
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